RONDA

Simpler rules based on the original game version.

Suitable for children aged 5 years and above.

The original game can be made easier thanks to three simple rule changes. The first rule (changing 'how to play') should be generally applied. Two additional rule changes can be applied to suit the players.

1. How to play

If a player has found the identical number of beans twice and added one bean, he covers **both** stacks of beans again. Next, he is allowed to lift up **any** two cups. If he finds the identical number of beans twice again, he continues playing as before etc.

2. Maximum bean number

In the original version up to **5** beans can be collected under one cup. If two groups of five beans are uncovered, the contents of one cup plus the player’s bean are placed in the middle to leave an empty cup again. The game gets easier by limiting the maximum number of beans to **4**. If two groups of four beans are uncovered, one group is placed in the middle along with the bean that the player is allowed to add.

3. Penalty beans

**No** penalty beans are gathered in the middle. If a five-bean group (or four-bean group) is dissolved, the beans are put back in the bean box, so removing them from the game entirely.